
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1060

Jiangnan Security Post.

Located in the southern urban area of   Jiangnan City.

And at this moment, in an interrogation room of the guard station,

Sima Yan’er sat alone at the interrogation table, with a pair of eyes,

looking at the man in the seat, Lin Fan, who was shackled in handcuffs

and ankles.

“Name?” Sima Yaner asked coldly.

And hearing this, Lin Fan shrugged:

“Lin Fan!”

“Age?”

“23!”

“Occupation?”

“Family cook!”

“…” Sima Yan’er couldn’t help but be overwhelmed when she heard

this. black line.

But her expression became more complicated:

“He is actually married!”

Muttered to herself !

Sima Yan’er quickly shook her head with beautiful eyes, staring straight

at a piece of information in her hand, and then asked Lin Fan

curiously:

“Lin Fan, I have read your information. It shows that from you

Starting at the age of 13 and returning to 20, your resume was blank

for seven years!”

“Let’s say, where have you been in the past seven years? What did you

do? Did your murderous tactics occur in those seven years?

High school ?” Sima Yan’er’s heart was extremely curious.

after all!

It was the first time she saw Lin Fan such a calm prisoner.

He killed Ye Chenshi as if he was just squeezing an ant to death,

relaxed and freehand.

He entered the guard station without fear or panic, as if he was walking

around his back garden.

Every performance that is not in line with common sense shows that

this fellow Lin Fan is by no means simple!

Family cook?

What a joke!

Just looking at Sima Yan’er’s curious appearance, Lin Fan smiled

playfully and said directly:

“You’re right!”

Huh?

Sima Yan’er was taken aback. She originally thought that it would be

extremely difficult to pry open Lin Fan’s mouth.

However, it never occurred to him that this guy should be so frank and

directly confessed!

“Go on!” For an instant, Sima Yan’er’s pretty face became more

curious.

And see this scene.

Lin Fan smiled and said:

“When I was 13 years old, I followed an old man to the Amazon

jungle, where I practiced all kinds of killing methods!”

“From then on, I became a killer in the dark world, killing giant lords

and chaebols. , Destroy the head of state. Do everything, do

everything!”

“It was also in that year, I became the…king of the global dark world!”

What the hell?

Sima Yan’er was completely dumbfounded when he heard Lin Fan’s

serious words.

Has this guy read too many novels?

13 years old, the king of the dark world?

Can you be more serious about your nonsense!

Thought of this!

Sima Yan’er’s pretty face turned black in an instant, she looked at Lin

Fan’s eyes, and a deep anger flashed:

“Lin Fan, you shut up! I want to hear the truth about you, not you

Nonsense!”

“I tell you, you are a prisoner now, and I am a policeman!”

“Please tell the truth!”

Truth?

Lin Fan’s face couldn’t help showing a trace of helplessness.

He knew that when he told the truth, no one would believe it at all.

At the moment, Lin Fan pondered for a moment, and said seriously:

“Okay! I’ll explain it seriously!”

“Actually, I can tell you my true identity!”

Real identity?

Sima Yan’er’s breathing was stagnant, and the curious sheen in her eyes

became brighter.

She immediately felt that she seemed to be about to hear something

mysterious.

Looking at Lin Fan’s gaze, there was also a strong expectation.

just!

Just when she was extremely nervous.

Lin Fan’s voice came straight:

“Actually, I am Huaxia… Lin Zuo!”
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